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Abstract—Advances in phased array systems for multi-beam free
space optical communications are a key enabler for a new space-
to-ground network architecture, namely a multiplexed optical
architecture. The fundamental idea of a multiplexed space-to-
ground optical network is the utilization of a multi-beam optical
payload that allows each spacecraft to establish links with mul-
tiple ground stations within its line of sight. Information is then
downlinked in parallel, from the satellite to the ground, through
the subset of links not disrupted by clouds.
In this paper we evaluate the performance of a multiplexed
optical space-to-ground architecture from a systems perspective,
with particular emphasis on the effect of cloud correlation in the
network throughput. In particular, we first derive the expected
data volume returned in a multiplexed architecture as a function
of the optical network availability and the system total capacity.
Then, we compare the performance of the proposed multiplexed
architecture against a traditional single-beam downlink system
that utilizes site diversity to mitigate cloud coverage effects.
This comparison is based on two canonical scenarios, a global
highly uncorrelated network representative of a geosynchronous
satellite; and local, highly correlated, network representative
of a low Earth orbit spacecraft. Through this analysis, we
demonstrate that multiplexed architectures can improve the
throughput of a space-to-ground optical network as compared
to that of a single ground telescope without requiring a beam
switching mechanism.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Optical communications are an upcoming technology that can
revolutionize the amount of information that can be sent to
and from space in the upcoming decades (see, for instance,
[1]). That being said, they also suffer from limitations that
are not problematic for traditional radio-frequency commu-
nications. Among them is the sensitivity of optical space-to-
ground links to disruptions from atmospheric impairments,
most notably clouds.
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Many references have studied the effect of clouds on space-
to-ground optical networks. For instance, References [2] and
[3] utilize the Lasercom Network Optimization Tool (LNOT)
to determine the optimal locations for ground telescopes that
provide service to a deep space probe. The key metric they
optimize is optical network availability, i.e. the probability
of having at least one link not disrupted by clouds. Similar
studies are have also been performed by European institutions
[4], [5], as well as their Japanese counterparts [6].
Other references have centered their attention towards char-
acterizing the amount of data that can be returned from space
using optical communication systems. In that sense, the
Optical Link Study Group provided a seminal reference in
which they analyzed the performance of optical networks
with respect to the percent data transfered [7]. In their view,
the fundamental metric to be optimized when designing a
space-to-ground optical communication network is data vol-
ume, specifically the probability of successfully transmitting
certain percent of data collected by the spacecraft. Nonethe-
less, their work is restricted to understanding the performance
of a single access payload, i.e. a laser that can communicate
with one ground station at a time.
Optical beam-forming systems for fast multiple access sys-
tems have already been proposed in the literature [8]. Evo-
lution of this technology is a key enabler for a new type
of space-to-ground optical system, namely a multiplexed
network [9]. While the concept of a multiplexed space-to-
ground optical network is not new, characterization of its
data volume and comparison with the traditional single access
optical system has not been performed. This paper provides a
first high level comparison between these two types of optical
communication systems.
Research Goals
Three main research objectives are addressed by this paper:
First, derive the expected data volume per pass returned using
a space-to-ground optical network assuming both an idealized
single and multiple access space terminal. Second, quantify
the difference in performance between both types of networks
when supporting a geosynchronous and low Earth orbit cus-
tomer. Finally, estimate the performance degradation of the
latter customer type due to higher atmospheric correlation
across telescopes in the ground segment.
Paper Structure
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section
2 tackles the first research objective by proposing a simplified
model for space-to-ground optical networks and providing
expressions for the data volume that a spacecraft can return.
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Figure 1: Model of an Optical Network
It also includes a brief discussion on how to use the cloud
fraction data set a source of atmospheric information. On
the other hand, Section 3 describes a simple model to assess
the cost an optical ground network based on the number of
ground stations and their location. Finally, Sections 4 and 5
evaluate the performance of a link-switched and multiplexed
network architecture when supporting a geosynchronous and
low Earth orbit satellite respectively. Finally, the paper con-
cludes with a summary of results and delineation of possible
lines of future work.
2. NETWORK AND CLOUD MODELING
Optical Network Model
We consider the simplest possible model for a space-to-
ground optical communication network: At time t, N ground
stations are within line-of-sight from a spacecraft. They all
have an optical telescope that can be used to establish an
optical link with the spacecraft, and are interconnected with
one another through ground lines (see Figure 1). Each free
space optical link is modeled using a binary ON/OFF channel
characterized by the probability of having a cloud disrupting
it [10]. Mathematically, let Xi,t denote the random variable
that models the state of the optical space-to-ground link at
time t for the i-th ground station. Then, Xi,t is Bernoulli
distributed as long as the ground station is in line-of-sight:
Xi,t =
{
1 with prob. pi,t
0 with prob. 1− pi,t ∀i ∈ [1, N ] . (1)
Let Xt denote the state of the entire network, i.e. the random
variable that models the number of optical links that are
disrupted by a cloud at time t. It is immediate to see that
Xt can simply be estimated as the sum of Xi,t over all ground
stations in visibility:
Xt =
N∑
i=1
Xi,t. (2)
Furthermore, since the link outage probability (LOP) is de-
fined as the probability of having all links clouded, it can be
simply computed as
LOPt = fX (Xt = N) = P (Xt = N) . (3)
Similarly, the Optical Network Availability (ONA) is defined
as the probability of having at least one link available and,
therefore, can be estimated as the complement of the LOP:
ONAt = 1− LOPt. (4)
Link-Switched Optical Network Architecture
The traditional architecture to mitigate the effect of clouds in
space-to-ground optical communications assumes a linked-
switched strategy. In other words, as the spacecraft moves
across its orbit it selects one of the ground stations in visibility
and maintains the laser locked onto it until it either becomes
clouded or it is occulted by the Earth horizon. At that point,
the beam is switched to another non-clouded ground station,
a process that we assume instantaneous and error-free to
simplify the analysis.
Let Ds denote the random variable that models the data
volume returned over a pass measured in bits. Assume that
this pass has a total duration of T seconds and an average
data rate of Rb bits per second. Then, between instants t and
t+ dt the total data volume returned through the optical link
is Rb · dt if Xt < N and zero otherwise. Consequently
Ds =
t0+T∫
t0
Rb1Xt<Ndτ, (5)
where 1Xt<N denotes the indicator function over the set{Xt < N} = {0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1}, and t0 denotes the arbi-
trary time instant in which the pass starts. Assuming that
during the T seconds of a pass the N ground stations in
line-of-sight are constant, we can compute the expected data
volume returned over the pass as
E [Ds] =E
 t0+T∫
t0
Rb1Xt<Ndτ
 = Rb t0+T∫
t0
E [1Xt<N ] dτ =
=Rb
t0+T∫
t0
N−1∑
i=0
P (Xt = i) dτ = (6)
=Rb
t0+T∫
t0
[1− P (Xt = N)] dτ = Rb
t0+T∫
t0
ONAtdτ.
Finally, assuming that ONAt is stationary during T seconds
(which is always the case unless the contact duration was
set to days at a time), we estimate the expected data volume
returned per pass in a link-switched optical network architec-
ture as:
Ds(t) = E [Ds] = Rb · T ·ONAt. (7)
Multiplexed Optical Network Architecture
In a multiplexed optical network the spacecraft has the ability
to establish multiple space-to-ground links simultaneously
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with spatially-diverse ground stations. Assume no restric-
tions on the number of simultaneous links that can be estab-
lished. Then, at each instant of time, a pass returns a total data
volume ofRb ·[N −Xt]·dt bits, where [N −Xt] denotes the
number of links that are not clouded at time t over theN sites
that are in line-of-sight from the spacecraft. Consequently,
the total data volume per pass can be expressed as
Dm =
t0+T∫
t0
Rb [N −Xt] dτ. (8)
Once again assuming stationarity of Xt over T seconds and
constant N , the expected data volume over a pass can be
simply estimated as
Dm(t) =E [Dm] = E
 t0+T∫
t0
Rb [N −Xt] dτ
 =
=
t0+T∫
t0
Rb [N − E [Xt]] dτ =
=Rb ·
[
N − X¯t
] · T,
(9)
where X¯t denotes the average number of links clouded at time
t given the ground stations in visibility and their local yearly
seasonality.
Normalized Network Throughput and Multiplexing Efficiency
Equations 7 and 9 provide the analytic expression for the
expected data volume per pass for a link-switched and mul-
tiplexed optical space network. They depend on the support-
able link data rate and contact time, both of which are not
directly affected by the cloud probabilities. Furthermore, in
the multiplexed architecture we have assumed that N optical
links can be established at the same time. Therefore, the data
rate per link should be reduced by a factor N as compared
to the linked-switched architecture or else the total system
capacity will be N times larger (and so will be the power
requirements of the spacecraft). Taking these considerations
into account, we define the normalized network throughput
as
Ds =
1
Tm
t0+Tm∫
t0
Ds(t)
Rb · T ≈
1
Tm
t0+Tm∑
t=t0
ONAt, (10)
Dm =
1
Tm
t0+Tm∫
t0
Dm(t)
Rb · T ≈
1
Tm
t0+Tm∑
t=t0
N − X¯t
N
, (11)
where Tm is used to indicate the total mission operation time
and the N factor in Equation 11’s denominator is included to
indicate that the data rate per beam is N times lower. Note
that bothDs andDm do not take into account any operational
factors and only depend on the network architecture, i.e.
how many ground stations are available, whether they are
correlated or not, and how clouded they are.
Finally, since we would like to compare the performance of
a multiplexed and link-switched architecture, we also define
the normalized multiplexing efficiency as
η =
Dm
Ds
=
t0+Tm∑
t=t0
1− X¯t
N
t0+Tm∑
t=t0
ONAt
. (12)
It quantifies the expected relative increase/decrease in data
volume returned if a mission is supported using a multiplexed
optical network architecture, instead of a traditional link-
switched architecture. Evidently, in a world without clouds
η = 1, i.e. since the ONA = 1 and X¯t = 0.
Estimating the Cloud Fraction Probability
Once the expressions for the normalized network throughput
and multiplexing efficiency have been derived, we now pro-
vide a succinct explanation on how to estimate the state of an
optical networkXt and its characteristic properties ONAt and
X¯t. This summary is primarily based on the cloud modeling
discussion from Sanchez Net et al. in Reference [10]. An
exhaustive description and derivation of the equations herein
summarized is provided in that reference.
The first step to determine the state of any given optical
network is to estimate the cloud probabilities of each ground
site pi. To that end, we utilize the preprocessed cloud fraction
data product (see Figure 2 adapted from Reference [10]) from
NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites [13]. It is provided as a set
of geolocated and time stamped images available on a daily
basis starting from the year 2000. Each pixel in the image
has a value between 0 and 1 assigned to it that indicates the
probability of having a cloud in that position. Additionally,
weekly and monthly averages are also available.
Let F (φ, λ, t) denotes the cloud fraction at time t at a given
latitude φ and longitude λ. Then, we estimate the steady
state cloud probability for a ground station located at these
coordinates as
pi,t = Et [F (φ, λ, t)] . (13)
When computing this expectation four factors have to be
taken into account:
1. The pointing profile between the ground telescope and the
spacecraft.
2. The possible parallax error in the cloud fraction data set.
3. The seasonality of the cloud fraction time series.
4. The spatial and temporal correlations of the cloud fraction
time series.
The pointing profile between the ground telescope and the
spacecraft defines which pixels in the vicinity of the ground
station should be utilized to quantify the cloud fraction
probability. In other words, for a site located at coor-
dinates (φ, λ) we should average F (φ, λ, t) along with
the cloud fraction time series of its neighboring pixels
F (φ± k1 · dφ, λ± k2 · dλ, t). Using Reference [10], we
estimate the extent of this vicinity (i.e., k1 and k2) as all pixels
within a maximum distance dmax = θ · R from the original
pixel at coordinates (φ, λ), with
θ =
pi
2
− min − arcsin
(
R
R+ h
cos min
)
, (14)
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Figure 2: Cloud Fraction Map Example
R equal to the mean Earth radius and min equal to the
telescope minimum elevation angle (typically 10 − 20 deg).
For instance, a geosynchronous satellite that communicates
with a telescope located at White Sands, NM and with a
minimum elevation angle of 20 deg, will require averaging
a total of 13 pixels [10].
On the other hand, the parallax error refers to the position
error incurred when a space-based instrument takes mea-
surements in a direction other than spacecraft’s nadir. Its
maximum value is estimated to be 7.4km, less than the cloud
fraction data set pixel size [10]. Therefore, it is considered a
second-order effect that is already included in the averaging
process due to the telescope-spacecraft pointing profile.
The cloud fraction time series is highly dependent on the
site location and season (winter, spring, summer, fall). For
instance, it is well-known that networks with ground sites
in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres have better
availability than those with only sites in the continental
United States [3]. Based on the findings of Reference [10],
we will capture the effect of cloud seasonality by utilizing
monthly cloud fractions and computing the network state
Xt and returned data volume per pass on a month-by-month
basis.
Finally, the spatial and temporal correlation of the cloud
fraction at different locations is used to capture the notion
that sites located close enough should be subject to similar
cloud conditions. In that sense, spatial correlation can not be
directly quantified with the cloud fraction data set as it does
not indicate if two sites are clouded at exactly the same time.
For that reason, a simplified exponential model is used for
estimating spatial correlation between two sites:
λij = exp
−dij
d0
, i, j ∈ [1, N ] , i 6= j, (15)
with all distances expressed in kilometers. Equation 15 was
first derived by Garcia [14] and empirical data indicated that
the normalization factor d0 is typically between 200 and
400km. For the purposes of this paper, an average distance
of d0 =300km was selected.
Estimating the State of an Optical Network
The cloud fraction probability pi,t for a given ground station,
as well as its correlation with another ground station λij are
inputs to three approximation methods that can be used to es-
timate the probability of having a certain number of space-to-
ground links clouded: fX (Xt = N). These approximation
methods include:
1. Lyapunov Central Limit Theorem (CLT).
2. Uncorrelated Monte Carlo sampling (MCS).
3. Correlated Monte Carlo sampling.
The Lyapunov CLT can be used if the spatial correlation
between any two ground stations is less than 10% and N
is greater than 3 sites. In other words, the network has a
large number of ground stations and they are all uncorrelated
to one another. In contrast, for a small network with less
than 4 sites and no correlation, uncorrelated MCS should
be utilized. Finally, if any two ground sites are spatially
correlated, only the correlated MCS can be utilized as the
other two approximations might severely overestimate the
optical network availability.
To exemplify this issue, Figure 3 adapted from Reference [10]
compares the result of estimating the ONAt during 4 years
using the monthly cloud fraction data set for eight different
network architectures and a geostationary satellite. Four of
them are uncorrelated and the other four highly correlated.
In the figure, the MCS correlated and Lyapunov CLT are
benchmarked against the ONAt estimated using discrete time
simulation with cloud imagery every 2 hours. Observe that
in the uncorrelated cases, there is no significance difference
between the approximation approaches and the discrete time
simulation. In contrast, in the correlated case the Lyapunov
CLT largely overestimates the ONAt, while the correlated
MCS provides results similar to the simulation benchmark.
3. NETWORK COST
In Section 2 we introduced a model to analytically estimate
the normalized throughput for both a link-switched and mul-
tiplexed optical space network architecture. To understand
the trade-off between this metric of performance and network
cost, in this section we present a simplified model to estimate
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Figure 3: Simulated vs. Approximated Cloud Fraction Time Series
a ground station life cycle cost. Both normalized network
throughput and life cycle cost will be utilized in Sections 4
and 5 as competing objectives to optimize the system.
Let LCC denote the ground network’s cost over a Tn = 30
year life cycle. Then, following the insights from reference
[15], we estimate the total life cycle cost for any given ground
station as
LCC =CC + PV {SCt} = CC +
Tn∑
t=1
SCt
(1 + r)
t , (16)
where CC denotes the system construction cost, SCt repre-
sents the sustainment cost (operations plus maintenance) at
time t and r is the assumed discount factor to transform all
cash flows to present value.
Since we are only interested in relative cost comparisons, we
assume that the baseline cost of building a ground station
is unitary (normalized to $1). Three factors affect this
normalized value: Location where it is built, programmatic
overhead and contingency (see reference [15]). Of them, the
most important are the area factors that capture the relative
cost increase (or decrease) when placing a ground station at a
given location in the world. As an example, ground stations
in the island of Hawaii are typically twice as expensive as
those in built in continental US.
On the other hand, yearly sustainment costs at any point of
the system life cycle are estimated as a percentage α of the
initial construction cost, corrected by both a location and
an inflation factor. These last two factors are also tabulated
in Reference [15], while an average yearly sustainment to
construction cost fraction of 40% is estimated from the seven
priced optical telescopes in reference [16]. Note that this 40%
takes into account both the site operations costs, as well as
leasing the communication lines that connect it with other
sites and the network control center.
Table 2 in the Appendix provides the normalized life cycle
cost for all ground stations considered in the geosynchronous
(GEO) and low Earth orbit (LEO) scenarios.
4. GEOSYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE SCENARIO
Scenario Description
In this scenario we simulate the support of a geostationary
satellite located at 90W longitude using both a link-switched
and multiplexed optical space architecture. Figure 4 provides
a visual representation of the candidate ground stations that
can be selected in order to build a space-to-ground network,
as well as the spatial correlation between them. Observe
that a mix of correlated and uncorrelated ground stations are
included. They are extracted from Reference [17] and contain
a list of NASA ground stations and observatories that are
in continuous line of sight with the geosynchronous satellite
assuming a minimum elevation angle of 10 deg.
The cloud fraction data set is processed following the steps
described in Section 2, resulting in a cloud fraction time
series for each ground station. As an example, Figure 5
plots the time series pi,t for Arequipa and Wallops during
three years approximately. Note the significant differences
between the cloud profile at both locations: Wallops has a
cloud probability of more than 50% most of the year. In
contrast, Arequipa is significantly impacted by seasonality ef-
fects, which results in May, June and July being less clouded
and therefore optimal for optical communication purposes.
The architecture of the ground segment is encoded using a
binary array with 17 positions, one for each ground station
present in Table 2. If the i-the position is equal to 1, then
that site will be built (and vice versa). Consequently, a total
of 217 = 131072 alternatives can be generated. Additionally,
two architectures for the space segment are possible, linked-
switched or multiplexed. Thus, a total of 262144 system
configurations have to be evaluated. For each of them, we
utilize the pre-computed cloud fraction time series pi,t for
the ground stations present in that architecture and estimate
ONAt and X¯t using the approximation methods from Refer-
ence [10]. Finally, we compute the Ds, Dm and η using their
corresponding equations, as well as the network life cycle
cost.
Link-Switched vs. Multiplexed Architecture
Figure 6a plots the Pareto front (i.e. the optimal architectures)
in the performance-cost space for both the multiplexed and
link-switched optical communication technology. Interest-
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ingly, we observe that the link-switched architecture has
better performance than the multiplexed alternative regardless
of the number of sites built. For instance, a network of 4-
6 ground stations has almost perfect normalized throughput
in the link-switched case, while the multiplexed case exhibits
only 0.75 units of normalized throughput. Even more surpris-
ing is the fact that the performance of a multiplexed archi-
tecture decreases as more ground telescopes are included. In
other words, as defined, a link-switched architecture is always
better than a multiplexed system and spending more resources
does not fix the problem.
To understand the rationale behind this finding, assume that
a linked-switched system schedules a pass of T seconds at a
rate of Rb bits per second. After t seconds, the link becomes
clouded and is handed over to a second ground telescope that
is cloud-free. Thanks to the assumption that this hand-off is
error-free and instantaneous, the system has transmitted data
continuously and the effect of clouds has been imperceptible,
i.e. the total data volume transmitted is Rb · T . Consider
now the exact same scenario with two ground stations and
a multiplexed optical payload. Until t seconds, the amount
of data downlinked is exactly the same, although have of it
goes to station 1 and the other half to station 2. After t,
station 1 receives no data, but station 2 continues to receive
information at a rate of Rb/2 bits per second. Consequently,
the total data volume returned in the multiplexed case is
Rb · t + Rb2 (T − t), a value strictly lower than Rb · T for
t < T .
On the other hand, Figure 6b plots the multiplexing efficiency
for the optimal multiplexed architectures. Observe that it
decreases from 1 when there is only one ground telescope to
approximately 60% when more than 15 sites are built. Three
noteworthy remarks are possible:
• η is strictly decreasing withN . This is expected since more
multiplexed downlinks result in less data rate per link and
therefore less data returned when one of them fails. In
other words, since there is no dynamic allocation of data
onto active links, when a large set of them fail, less total
throughput is being delivered to the ground. This is not
the case in the link-switched architecture where the hand-
off mechanism ensures that the high rate beam is always
pointed to a non-clouded station.
• η can be used to quantify the data rate increase per link
required in a link-switched architecture that has to provide
a total capacity C to N ground stations simultaneously
using a multiplexed system. In other words, the link
data rate should be Rb = CN ·η to satisfy the capacity
requirement on expectation and, at the same time, avoid
the need for complex link switching mechanisms.
• η can be used to set the required performance for the link-
switching mechanism. In other words, if a total capacity
of C bits per second is required and N ground stations are
available, then the link-switching protocol can only disrupt
the downlink for up to η ·C bits per second on expectation.
Otherwise the capacity requirements will not be met.
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Figure 6: Ground Segment for Geosynchronous Scenario
5. LOW EARTH ORBIT SATELLITE SCENARIO
Scenario Description
In this scenario we evaluate the performance of link-switched
and multiplexed network architecture when supporting a
Low Earth orbit (LEO) spacecraft. Since high data volume
satellites that image the Earth are typically flown in sun-
synchronous orbits, we select the orbital parameters of the
well-known Terra spacecraft [19] and compute its line of
sight visibility periods with the set of ground stations from
Figure 8a that lay in the West Coast and central part of the
USA. Results are reported in Figure 7 during a week of the
spacecraft’s operations. We note that contact opportunities
between network and spacecraft happen approximately twice
per day assuming a minimum elevation angle of 10 deg.
Since LEO spacecraft fly at significantly lower altitudes than
geosynchronous satellites, the set of ground stations that
are in visibility with the spacecraft at any point in time
is significantly reduced (both in number of telescopes and
distance between them). Consequently, the average spatial
correlation of telescopes supporting LEO spacecraft is sig-
nificantly higher. This can be observed in the correlation
matrix from Figure 8b where no ground station is perfectly
uncorrelated with any other site. Furthermore, we can utilize
Fuch’s [4] definition of average network correlation
λ¯n =
1(
N
2
) N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
λi,j (17)
and average ground station correlation to quantify differences
in spatial correlation between the GEO and LEO scenarios:
λ¯n =
1
N − 1
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
λi,j . (18)
Table 1 reports the obtained results. Observe that the average
correlation for all ground stations is higher in the LEO case
as compared to the GEO case. Similarly, observe that the
network average correlation in the LEO case is as high 46%,
while it is only 18% in the GEO case.
Table 1: Network and Ground Station Average Correla-
tion
Scenario
Name LEO GEO
Network 45.91% 17.62%
Arequipa - 0.37%
Clewiston - 2.60%
Florida Ground Station - 2.68%
Goldstone 24.43% 10.69%
Kitt Peak 12.84% 5.62%
Las Campanas - 7.20%
La Silla - 4.00%
McDonald Observatory 10.18% 4.46%
Mount Wilson 24.31% 10.64%
Palomar 22.66% 9.91%
Paranal Chile - 1.92%
Punta Arenas - 0.01%
Santiago Satellite - 7.37%
Starfire Optical 12.89% 5.64%
Table Mountain 15.33% 6.70%
Wallops Flight Facility - 0.21%
White Sands 16.06% 7.03%
Finally, in order to evaluate the performance of a multiplexed
architecture and compare it against a traditional link-switched
system for a LEO scenario, we proceed analogously to Sec-
tion 4. Using the same binary vector of 0/1s, we create
a network by selecting a set of ground stations from the 8
available sites. Then, we estimate ONAt and X¯t using the
cloud fraction data set and the lyapunov CLT and correlated
MCS methods, as well as Equations 7 and 9.
Link-Switched vs. Multiplexed Architecture
Figure 9 presents the results of the LEO scenario in the
normalized throughput-cost space. To facilitate comparison
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Figure 8: Ground Segment for LEO Scenario
between both scenarios, four plots are provided: The link-
switched and multiplexed Pareto-optimal systems in the LEO
case, and the same plots for the GEO case. It is important to
mention that the comparison herein presented assumes that
the GEO and LEO satellites are operated using the same
communication profile: One contact per month, of arbitrary
duration and data rate. It could be argued that the GEO
satellite would, in fact, be communicating with the ground
system continuously since it is always within line-of-sight
from the ground stations. While this argument is true, it
would also result in a linear increase of the returned data
volume, and therefore would be irrelevant for comparison
across scenarios.
The blue dots and diamonds from Figure 9a present the
Pareto-optimal architectures for the ground segment of the
LEO scenario when assuming a link-switched and multi-
plexed system respectively. To assess the effect of spatial
correlation in the system performance, we first center our
attention towards the difference between orange and blue
dots. Observe that regardless of the system architecture, the
geosynchronous scenario always results in larger normalized
throughput. This is primarily due to the deleterious effect
of ground site correlation for geographically close sites. In
that sense, an average increase in ground site correlation of
30% approximately, results in a performance degradation of
0.01-0.03 units of normalized throughput or, equivalently, a
reduction in data volume of 1 to 3%.
On the other hand, Figure 9b plots the multiplexing efficiency
for the both the LEO and GEO scenarios. Observe that, in this
case, there is not a significant difference between them, with
efficiencies of 70% to 80% being typical if less than 8 sites are
considered. This indicates that, to first order approximation,
selection of a link-switched vs. multiplexed architecture can
be performed independently from the site selection process.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Summary
In this paper we characterized and studied the trade-off be-
tween performance and cost for networks of telescopes that
support both LEO and GEO spacecraft. Two main space-to-
ground optical technologies have been considered: A link-
switched architecture in which the spacecraft has the ability to
create one unique downlink towards a non-clouded telescope;
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Figure 9: Ground Segment for Geosynchronous Scenario
and a multiplexed system in whichN downlinks at lower data
rate are established simultaneously through a multiple access
optical payload.
Three main research goals were addressed by this paper:
First, we derived mathematical expressions for the expected
data volume per pass as a function of the architecture (number
of ground sites, linked-switched vs. multiplexed) and cloud
statistics. Second, we quantified the difference in perfor-
mance and cost when supporting a GEO and LEO satellite
due to cloud correlation. Third, we assessed the efficiency of
a multiplexed architecture with respect to a traditional link-
switched system.
Results indicate that cloud-correlation between geographi-
cally close sites can reduce the expected capacity of a space-
to-ground optical system by as much as 3%. This must
be particularly considered for systems that are designed to
service LEO satellites with limited field-of-view. On the other
hand, we have demonstrated that multiplexed architectures
that do not require complex link-switching mechanisms result
in performance loss of 60% to 80% depending on how many
downlinks and ground stations are available simultaneously.
This performance loss is primarily attributable to the lack of
a dynamic control mechanism that is able to predict cloud
coverage and point the downlink towards a non-clouded
ground station.
Future work
Multiple areas of future work are possible. On the one hand,
the proposed data volume characterization is restricted to
the first moment, i.e. the expectation. Quantifying higher
moments or characteristic values such as the 95% confidence
interval should also be considered, as they provides valuable
information towards ensuring that the network is able to
meet its customer requirements a high percentage of time.
On the other hand, better characterization of the differences
between a single and multiple access optical space terminals
would also be beneficial. For instance, in this paper we have
assume that the mass and cost of these two technologies is
approximately the same. If that is not the case, then these
differences should be taken into account when quantifying
the performance-cost tradespace. Finally, network reliability
against optical hardware failures should also be incorporated
in the analysis. Indeed, a multiplexed system with large
number of ground stations degrades gracefully if part of
the space-to-ground links malfunction, while a link-switched
architecture does not necessarily exhibit this property.
APPENDIX
Table 2 summarizes the location and normalized life cycle
cost for the different ground stations considered in the two
case studies of this paper. The provided values assume that a
ground station has a construction cost of $1, a recurring cost
of $0.40, and a life time of 30 years. Recurring costs escalate
at a rate of 2% annually and are discounted at a 1% rate.
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